
Does it seem like summer was too long or short for you? Isn’t it strange how this is dependent upon 
your own personal situation? Well in either case, we are thankful that you are able to see what the 
Friends of the 500th and staff at Canaan Valley are up to.  Our intentions of opening the visitor center 
are diminishing, and the reason being safety is a primary goal of staff and volunteers.   

I wanted to share a photo with you on the visitor center in its current state.  We also have two 
additions that are located outside.  This first photo that I will share with you is called “Four Seasons of 
Fun”.  It is an exhibit that has a tactile component to it, notice the large wheel located on the left side 
that you can lock into a season.  The next component is the display that features several things. This is a 
self-guided exhibit that will help guide you to the activity that you are interested in.  You select the 
amount of time you want to spend on the Refuge, then which activity you want to do, and it will display 
a map and short description.   

 
 Exhibit Room  
 Photo Credit: Ron Hollis 
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The next two exhibits are located in the garden area in the back of the visitor center which represent 
characteristics of grasslands and forests.  These exhibits have two interesting components, one is that each 
one has a rubbing plate that people of all ages can grab the “Explorers Guide” from inside the visitor center 
and capture the hidden image.  This was a great activity when I was a kid, I loved to capture leaves with 
different colors.  If you noticed the “Explorer’s Guide”, it is new and is designed to get young people to 
explore what is around them.  They can located different animals, the tracks they left, rubbings of the 
different plants and trees in the valley.  It has a list of family friendly activities that they can discover on the 
refuge. I will talk about this in detail in the next article. The first exhibit is called “Explore Your Forests”.  
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This one to the right is called 
“Open Spaces Full of Life”. It 
focuses on grassland and 
shrublands. Feel free to visit 
these outdoor locations, because 
you can explore regardless of the 
current situation of the visitor 
center.  Take a walk on Freeland 
Boardwalk, walk Farm view Trail, 
or just enjoy the outdoors in any 
capacity you can.  In this edition 
you will learn more about 
visitation, and upcoming 
improvements to the trails.   

Enjoy your National Wildlife 
Refuge.   

Photo Credit: Ron 
Hollis 

 Photo Credit: Ron 
Hollis 
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Volunteers Needed 
We hope that this newsletter finds 
you healthy and safe!  Winter has 
arrived and the snow has landed in 
Canaan Valley. While we are still 
working under the conditions of 
COVID-19, we are looking for 
more volunteers who would like to 
join us at Canaan Valley NWR. 
Whether it’s for Biology, 
Maintenance, or Environmental 
Education, we would welcome any 
volunteer that would like to help. 
 
For more information please 
contact pauline_champlin@fws.gov Photo by Kent Mason 

I think we can all agree that 2020 was an interesting year!  Covid 19 had most of us home bound and 
our normal routines were thrown out the window.  Folks were looking for socially distanced activities 
to do!  What better way to socially distance than enjoying the outdoors!  Across the nation people 
flocked to National Parks, Forest Service lands, and of course, their National Wildlife Refuge.  Canaan 
NWR was no exception! Each year we have to compile visitation numbers for our Refuge Annual 
Performance Plan (RAPP).  By using vehicle and trail counters we can closely approximate the number 
of visitors on the refuge.  This year we saw a 65% increase in visitation!  Refuges throughout region 5 
saw an increase of nearly one million visitors between 2019 and 2020.  Below is a snapshot showing the 
increase between 2019 and 2020 for hiking, biking, and auto tours.   

Looking back at Fiscal Year 2020 Visitation numbers! 
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The Refuge is continuing our Cheat 
Mountain salamander (Plethodon 
nettingi) initiative with USGS to develop 
a site occupancy model for CMS on the 
refuge. Due to Covid our spring 
surveys were not completed.  This fall 
121 sites were sampled during 
September and October.  Many 
salamanders were found including red-
backed, dusky, slimy, northern two-
lined, and northern spring salamanders.  
Cheat Mountain salamanders were 
found this year, one with eggs!  
Drought conditions in the fall may have 
reduced salamander abundance.  
Surveys will resume in the spring with 
each of the 121 again being surveyed 
twice. 

Cheat Mountain Salamander Occupancy Study 

Chronic Wasting Disease Sampling  

Chronic Wasting Disease 
(CWD) is a neurological disease 
found in deer, elk, and moose. 
Once present, this fatal disease 
can be spread quickly through 
direct or indirect contact 
between animals. Controlling the 
spread of CWD is essential in 
preserving the health of white-
tailed deer herds in West Virginia 
(WV). Canaan Valley NWR is 
continuing to collect lymph node 
and obex samples from road kill 
deer for testing this fall/winter.  
To date 22 samples have been 
collected in Tucker County and 
have been sent to the WV 
Department of Natural 
Resources for testing. 

Photo Credit: Ken St m 

Cheat Mountain Salamander with eggs 
Photo Credit: Kent Mason 



2019 YCC Project  -  Mat Cloak, YCC crew leader 
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Questions: How many years have you been Volunteering for the Refuge?  
Answer: 6 years 
 
Q: How did you learn about Volunteering for CVNWR? 
A: I've been volunteering for 7 years. My first year was with Trout Unlimited, working with Travis Ferry. Bec-
ca Ferry, Travis's spouse, was brought on board with AmeriCorps, working at the refuge the following year. 
She informed me of volunteer opportunities at the refuge. 
 
Q:Did you have any previous background in Wildlife Biology?  
A: I worked 2 Summers, between college semesters at Marshall University, with the WVDNR Operations 
Center in Elkins.  
 
Q: What types of projects have you worked on in those years? 
A: Forest Inventory, Spruce Release, Water Quality Monitoring, Beaver surveys and observation studies, 
Cheat Mountain Salamander and other salamander surveys, Bat studies, Woodcock surveys and captures, Inva-
sive plant surveys and eradication, vehicle qualification,  ATV qualification, herbicide qualification, Tree plant-
ings, vernal pool surveys, water temperature logger placement and retrieval. 
 
Q: What was your favorite project? 
A: Anything involving backpacking or kayaking in the refuge, such as beaver observations, cheat mountain sala-
mander surveys, and finding water temperature loggers. 
 
Q:What advice do you have for any future volunteers coming to the Refuge? 
A: Any volunteer activity will open a window to unique experiences, creating memories that will last a life-
time. 
 
Q:How has volunteering at the refuge helped you? (In general, during covid, etc...)? 
A: Educational enhancement, physical fitness, peace of mind, heart and soul, making new friends, including 
those from other parts of the country and following their work wherever they may be. 
 
Q:What motivates you to continue to volunteer at the refuge? 
A: The probability that I will win another quarter from Ron.  ; ) > 

Volunteer of the Year: Mike Anderson! 

Photo Credit: 
Mike Anderson 
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A note from Dawn Washington 

I have had the pleasure of knowing and being Mike Anderson’s volunteer 
supervisor while here at Canaan Valley NWR, Davis, WV for the past five and a 
half years. Mike’s personality and strong work ethic has been a much-needed 
addition to the Biology Department at the Refuge. His commitment to the 
Refuge, natural resources and the environment has been outstanding. 

Throughout Mike’s time volunteering at the Refuge he has played a very large 
role in completing many biological projects at the Refuge. He was our main 
volunteer for the beaver pond population surveys, which included hiking long 
distances to remote areas of the Refuge to survey for beavers and to document 
habitat at the ponds. This also included surveying in the very early morning 
hours and again at dusk for three consecutive days. Mike never complained and 
was excited to do this work. 

Mike has also helped with many other projects on the Refuge including fish 
electro shocking. These surveys were very important as we found native brook 
trout in a stream that we did not know existed. He has also assisted with many 
other projects including vernal pool monitoring, Cheat Mountain salamander 
surveys, red spruce release and seedling plantings, and water quality 
monitoring. He has also been very involved in our invasive species program. 
This includes combating stiltgrass, which is a very tiring and daunting task and 
using an iPad to document invasives using grid mapping. This year Mike has 
helped extensively with forest inventory which is a newer endeavor on the 
Refuge. Without Mike’s assistance, many of these projects would not have been 
completed. 

Mike has impressed me with his dedication to helping the Refuge and natural 
resources. He has dedicated hundreds of hours at the Refuge and he is willing to 
make the drive from Charleston to Canaan Valley many times throughout the 
year to assist the Refuge. This year his impact has been even more important as 
we were short an AmeriCorps for the summer and I was not available due to my 
husband’s kidney transplant. Mike is one of the most hardworking, dedicated, 
and focused volunteers that I have assisting us at the Refuge. Mike is an 
individual who will impress everyone he meets. Thanks for everything Mike, 
we are so lucky to have you! 



2019 YCC Project  -  Mat Cloak, YCC crew leader 
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Trail Work! 

Farm View Trail 

As many already know, Farm View Trail opened up this 
past summer.  Refuge staff have slowly been making 
improvements to this trail. New trail signs have been put 
up, old farm fencing have been taken down, and some trail 
improvements have been made! Located on this property 
was some historical farm equipment that dates back to the 
1930’s.  Most of the equipment was well off trail and 
overgrown with vegetation.  Staff moved this equipment to 
a more prominent location to be more easily viewed.  All 
in all, there are three hay mowers, a hay rake, and a hay 
loader on display for the public.  As you walk this trail you 
can imagine the surrounding grasslands once being hayed.  
We hope to have a small sign erected in the spring 
describing their historical uses as well as how the 
grasslands are managed today.   

Farm Equipment  
Photo Credit: Daryl Johnson 

Glade Run Trail 

Staff and volunteers also worked on Glade Run 
Trail this summer.  Some of you may remember 
the old worn bridge that cross glade run stream.  
In 2019 YCC completed one section of the 
bridge crossing the main portion of the stream.   

This recent summer a 60 ft elevated boardwalk 
was constructed over a smaller stream.  This 
boardwalk connects to the main bridge providing 
visitors a safe way to cross Glade Run Stream by 
hiking, biking, or horseback riding.  The 
boardwalk allows visitors to explore the deepest 
parts of the refuge and preserving the stream 
habitat and the wildlife that exists in the middle 
of Canaan Valley.  

Glade Run Crossing boardwalk 
Photo Credit: Caleb Stutler 
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Freeland Boardwalk 

In the last volunteer newsletter we sent 
out, Freeland Boardwalk was still under 
construction.  It has since been open 
and by the looks of the new parking lot 
this summer, it was a popular spot!  But 
wait!  There’s more!  Refuge staff are 
currently developing the new kiosk 
which will be installed near the parking 
lot.  Three small interpretive panels will 
also be developed this winter.  If all 
goes well everything will be installed 
this spring.  Stay tuned! 

           Visitor Center Trail 
 

The trail behind the visitor center received a 
facelift this past summer as well!  As part of the 
new facility, contractors built the trail that 
wanders through the native garden.  Staff and 
volunteers completed the remaining section to 
the overlook.  This time around several more 
drainage pipes were installed as well as cellular 
confinement . All of this will help keep the stone 
in place and nicely compacted.   

     Native Garden 
 

The native garden was replanted as well this 
summer.  270 plants were planted throughout the 
garden.  There were 16 different species placed in 
the ground.  We had a rough and tumble battle 
with deer and rabbit but we figured out how to 
keep away!   As the native garden continues to 
grow, volunteers are and will be a crucial part to 
bring it back to its full potential.  Check back in 
2021 to see the results! 



2019 YCC Project  -  Mat Cloak, YCC crew leader 
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Visitor Center Update 
Despite the COVID-19 Social Distancing, Masks, etc., Volunteers were still able to contribute 1742 hours for this 
Fiscal Year -October 1, 2019-September 30, 2020 
Volunteers have contributed 4580 hours to date since we started tracking for Awards on October 1, 2018. 
Congratulations to Mike Anderson Volunteer of the Year for the most Volunteer Hours! 

 

Since our awards list is getting so large I decided this time to only list those receiving awards 
since last newsletter: 

400 250 200 100 25 

Tim McGowan Herb Myers Bruce Dalton Dave Lesher Mart Sturm 
Mike Anderson Lejay Graffious Beth Hestick 

Tom Wood 

As you may already know, the Visitor Center received brand new exhibits including a projector that 
will show visitors our trails, history, and wildlife facts.  If you are interested in learning about the new 
building and the new displays, please contact Pauline Champlin, our new ACE Public Use Technician 
to schedule a date and time. Each tour will take about an hour and don’t forget to bring your mask.  
We hope to see you soon! 

Pauline Champlin 
pauline_champlin@fws.gov 

Do you want to learn how the Visitor Center displays work? 



My name is Hannah Studdard.  I'm from Good Springs, 
Alabama, and got a degree from the University of Ala-
bama in environmental science in 2016.  

Since then, I've been working seasonally with rafting 
consuming my summers and skiing/snowshoeing filling 
my winters. I started in Montana on the Yellowstone 
river and then at Big Sky ski resort, before falling into a 
fun and easy cycle for three years between the Ocoee 
river in Tennessee and Park City ski resort in Utah.  

Last fall I worked a three month stint with the South-
eastern Conservation Corps building bog bridges, rock 
retaining walls, and clearing trails.  

I enjoy being outside for work as well as for play; so 
you can most often find me hiking or biking local trails, 
whitewater kayaking, or skiing the slopes, depending on 
the season.  

New Staff Highlights! 
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My name is Emily Langer.  I am a first year AmeriCorps 
member with AFNHA excited to be serving at CVNWR. 
Originally from New Jersey, I now call Pittsburgh home along 
with my partner, Ben, and Cairn Terrier, Belle.  
I graduated from West Virginia University in 2016 and 
received my degree in Wildlife and Fisheries Resources with 
a minor in Conservation Ecology. Previously, I have spent 
time in Texas working at a rescue center for exotic cats and 
in North Dakota as a range ecology technician for NDSU. 
My educational and career interests are in global wildlife 
conservation, mammalian behavior, and human-wildlife 
conflict. 
I am excited for the opportunity to apply my education to 
the field and gain further knowledge and skill development 
pertaining to wildlife and conservation science.  
In my spare time, I am an avid hiker and look forward to 
exploring Canaan Valley to the fullest!  



Inside Story Headline 

New Staff Highlights! 
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My name is Pauline Champlin. I was born and raised in Japan, 
but I come from Severn, Maryland. I graduated from Clarion 
University of Pennsylvania in 2018 with a degree in Liberal 
Studies and a minor in Ecology.  
After graduating, I interned at Patuxent Research Refuge as a 
Hunting Control Manager while also participating in various 
refuge projects such as biological surveys and trail 
maintenance. I have also worked as a seasonal park ranger at 
Patapsco Valley State Park and as a Maryland Conservation 
Corps crew member at Tuckahoe State Park.  
My career interests are natural resource management, 
wildlife conservation, and wildlife law.  
My goals are to keep the Visitor Center running as smooth 
as possible and to learn as much as I can from all staff 
members, volunteers, and visitors at Canaan Valley NWR. 

Trail Grooming! 

Have you walked the Blackwater View Trail 
lately? Notice anything different? Zach Adams, a 
local trail enthusiast, wanted to enable recreation 
activities such as cross country skiing, snow 
shoeing, and fat tire biking. As you may know, our 
trails can be used for said activities during the 
winter time.  
Zach uses a compact track sled with a simple 
grooming pan to set a groomed single track for 
those activities. He choose Blackwater View trail 
because it connects both sides of the valley. One 
thing he wants everyone to know about the 
groomed trail is, “Use when its firm and stable. If 
your preferred means of rec is leaving divots in 
the groomed trail, walk to the side of just come 
back when it has refrozen.” 



Canaan Valley NWR 
6263 Appalachian Hwy 

Davis, WV 26260 

Phone: 304-866-3858 
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Volunteer Highlight, Tim McGowan! 
Questions: How many years have 
you been Volunteering for the 
Refuge?   
Answer: I think maybe 6 years 

Q: How did you learn about Vol-
unteering for CVNWR? 
A: Master Naturalist Program 

Q: Did you have any previous 
background in Wildlife Biology? 
A: None 

Q: What types of projects have 
you worked on in those years? 
A: Beaver Monitoring, water quality 
monitoring, electroshocking fish, tree 
plantings, equipment maintenance, 
trash collection, tree clearing, trail 
building, trail maintenance, road 
maintenance, and roadside ditch 
maintenance. 

Q: What was your favorite pro-
ject? 
A:  Tree plantings.   

Q: What advice do you have for 
any future volunteers coming to 
the Refuge? 
A: Get involved because you learn 
stuff about nature, people and equipment.  The people are great to work with 
and are willing to teach with patience.  

Q: How has volunteering at the refuge helped you? (In general, dur-
ing covid, etc...)? 
A:  Yes.  Volunteering has given me something to direct energy towards, 
helps me maintain relationships with friends and refuge staff.  And helps me 
shed a few pounds! 

Q:  What motivates you to continue to volunteer at the refuge? 
A:  Its fun and I learn stuff. 

Tim with his 400hr 
volunteer award 

Photo Credit: Daryl 
Johnson 

Tim assisting with 
Forest Management 

Photo Credit: Daryl 
Johnson 

What do you call a deer 
with no eyes? 

I have no IDeer! 


